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The View From The Editors Desk.

Welcome to the latest issue of the Newsletter, but I won't apologise for it being late or
for its lack of content. In the last few months I have not been able to spare the time to
visit meetings or chase up potential articles and as there has been little in the way of
contributions by the members there has been no newsletter, it is as simple as that. I
fully  understand  that  some  of  the  events  are  held  on  active  military  bases  with
restrictions  on  taking  photos  but  even  so!  Maybe  there  is  now  no  need  for  a
newsletter and the Facebook page has usurped it, if this is so please let me know!
Before anyone whinges that the Historic Review has still managed to find its way to
your  inbox even though it  does  not  interest  you;  much of  that  had already been
researched and written. 

                      A view on Historic Road Rallying                                
                                                                                             Contributed by Nick Scuse.

We who write into the ECMC Newsletter like a long convoluted connections so here 
is one……….

• Don & Erle Morley were ECMC Members.
• Don & Erle very successfully rallied Austin Healey 3000s – including 1961 & 

1962 wins in the Coupe des Alp as examples.
• The Austin Healey 3000 also achieved an overall win in 1960 Liege Rome 

Liege rally on the Coupe des Alps with Pat Moss and Ann Wisdom
• Pat Moss rallied SAABs including a SAAB 96, 3rd in the East African Rally.
• Pat Moss married Erik Carlsson
• Erik, you may remember also rallied a few SAABs in his time, and achieved 4th

on the 1961 Monte Carlo Rally in a SAAB 95.
• A SAAB 95 is actually a SAAB 96 estate.
• Julie and I have taken part in SCCoN and CMC 12 car series this year in a 

SAAB estate and we have just finished 2 rounds of the HRCR Road Rally 
Championship in a 1985 SAAB 900i under the ECMC banner. 



Introduction
After enjoying this year’s 12 car series and the slightly longer 20/20 in January I
tentatively suggested we could try a longer event, Julie agreed! So off I went to the
internet. It was suggested that a good step up would be the HRCR Historic Road
Rally  Championship which they had described as  a  long 12 car  with regularities
(Note: they lied!!). To compete you need an eligible car, pre Dec 1985. Julie likes a
bit of style and luxury, her choice Daimler 250 V8 (nice) I fancied a SAAB 99 turbo.
The  Daimler  was  too  expensive,  and  retrospectively  would  have  been  totally
unsuitable; the SAAB 99 was a brilliant alternative until you drove it – no power
steering therefore a non-starter. Many years ago we owned a 1985 SAAB 900 8v
Turbo, a lovely car, so I went looking for one. We discussed eligibility with the RAC
(turbos in historic events require a special dispensation from the RAC – which they
said they would give). Unfortunately I could not trace one in a suitable condition.
Setting my sights a bit lower we looked at other SAAB 900s – a couple of false starts
and we found a 900i in Cheltenham. After viewing it I drove it back to Woodbridge
one evening, 180 miles – it ran faultlessly it’s a tank but it makes you smile!

The Hughes Historic Rally –Blackpalfry Motor Club of Kent.
In the last newsletter I mentioned we had done 2 classic runs as shakedown events
with no issues so I prepared the car for our first competitive outing the Hughes Rally,
based around Ashford …. all we did was remove the hubcaps and fit a trip meter
(honestly) and we passed scrutineering on the evening of Saturday 4th June, with the
comment it was the quietest car in the event!
Well things got a bit more challenging from then on. On Sunday we turned up in
plenty of time we received our navigation packs 1 hr before scheduled start, and as
car 31 it was 08:31.  In the planning for this event I had been told the Hughes was a
good event to start with, not too far to travel and the navigation would be simple. To
be extra cautious we entered the club event that runs on the same route as the national
event but is for lesser mortals …… They issued all the club entries with the same
standard of navigation as the national competitors (I was a bit taken aback) But we
were there so we had to give it a go. We plotted and attempted all the routes, mostly
incorrectly. On the first route card we could not find one spot height and that stressed
the navigator a bit. There were 5 regularities and 3 batches of ‘tests’. One very tight
around a farm yard, a couple of short ‘autosolos’ over grass and a couple of short runs
over  concrete  farm tracks.  Julie  has never  driven in  an autotest/autosolo or  targa
before but hustled the old SAAB around, it’s a ‘bit of a tank’ but it bounced and
rolled its way around without complaint.  On the last route card, as we were getting
tired,  so I  plotted a  ‘cut  and run’ route back to  the finish and ended up with an
incorrect approach penalty for a passage check for the previous route!  but then hit all
the passage checks for the final plot! The event would have been a lot more stressful
if it had not been for a few wise words from Ellen and Colin Sutton of CMC during
the various breaks. We finished 31 out of 31 finishers. With the drive to and from
Ashford we covered 500 mls. There was still time to pull out of the next event in a
fortnight and get the entry fee back.



On our return and after a short chat with Tony Burchnall and we calmed down, the
next event, the East Anglian Classic, we could opt for pre-plotted maps and more
importantly there would be more ‘comfort breaks’. So we decided to continue.

East Anglian Classic - Chelmsford Motor Club.
So the evening of Saturday 18th  June I  drove the SAAB to scrutineering at Elmsford
Golf Club and we started again. Sunday 19th June 09:41 we were off again, this time
with pre-plotted maps and surrounded by a few people we recognised, Duncan and
Laura Christmas in the Mini,  were running just ahead of us and it was their first
event.  We ran up behind them a couple of times and then you question are  they
running slow or are we running fast? Plotting was easy – there was none, but now we
could  concentrate  of  the  regularity  elements,  ‘from 1.98  miles  after  PC2  change
speed to 23 mph for 2.89 miles then change speed to 27 mph for the rest of the route’
We were able to judge the speeds OK and compensate for  junctions and passage
checks, a couple of times to less than 10sec difference, but even with pre-plotted
maps I made 3 wrong calls and at each had to give up average speed calculations and
guess. The route also included a couple of VERY tight turns requiring a second bite,
front handbrake on the SAAB so no handbrake turns. On the last section we followed
the route perfectly and still missed a code board, which dropped us from 36 to 41, but
such  is  life.   The  special  tests  were  ‘special’ –  It  felt  like  the  Wattisfield  targa
dissected into slightly small tests, though a couple were still over 2 miles. At the first
visit Julie and I were still sorting out the how do you call the cones and gates?  does
‘your side’ mean the cone or the car?  and the usual ‘left ….NO THE OTHER LEFT!’
The  second  visit  to  Wattisfield  was  much  improved,  once  the  SAAB  gains
momentum and the navigator does not change his mind, and if you can tolerate the
amount of body roll the car just gets on with it, it’s not fast or elegant but competent
and safe. On the last test the fastest car (Ford Escort Mexico) was 5mins 20secs,  we



took 7mins 16secs,  the slowest was 7mins 19secs (Talbot Lotus Sunbeam). We had
the slight disadvantage of following Duncan Christmas through the tests so we could
watch them done properly, he was never out of the top 7 and fastest overall on 2 ….
We manged to get to 37th on 3 tests.

Other ECMC members - John Peterson and Ian Graham had a nightmare day caused
by a broken/repaired throttle cable saga resulting in 7th in class.
Other notable worthy’s

• Ellen an Colin Sutton, Porsche 944 (CMC) 1st in class 7 
• Any and Rob Henchoz, Volvo 122S  (CMC) 6th in class 2, also with a throttle

cable saga - he lives north of Framlingham why is he CMC?
• Duncan and Laura Christmas,  Mini (CMC) 4th in  class R 

Overall we came 41 out of 41 finishers though 43 started, but we are not defeated,
another season of 12car events in the old SAAB and maybe a re-try next year.



HSTA Plashes Farm, near Ware.

Historic Trials 20th August 2016.

Here  in  England  we  are  so  lucky  to  have  some  of  the  world's  most  beautiful
countryside, and even luckier that some of its owners are willing to share it with us. 
Nestling in the Home Counties just  a few hundred yards from the busy A10 lies
Plashes Farm, here the enlightened had assembled to enjoy historic motor trials in its
enchanting woodland. The soothsayers had promised that on this day we would have
torrential rain heralding summer's demise, thankfully neither the competitors nor the
weather  itself  took  much  notice.  Admittedly  there  was  a  lively  breeze  when  we
arrived around mid-morning as the event started but nothing to worry about.

In all there were nine sections spread over three miles and were advised just to view
four of them as the remainder were difficult to get to. Wandering through the woods
with the sun streaming through a canopy of incalculable green hues was in itself a
magical experience, no man-made pine forest could ever equal this. Eventually on
one of the slopes we spotted our reason for being there: John & Nick Holder in their
side-valve  Cannon.  This  car  has  a  long history  of  trialing  with  various  E.C.M.C
members and it was now back in the woods where it belonged, to have left it in its
garage on such a day would be deemed cruel and the owner reported!

John  and  Nick  purchased  the  car  from  the  estate  of  the  late  Arthur  Davy  and
following its restoration made their début at our Seckford trial last New Years Day.
Whilst  that  was  invaluable  experience  for  the  pair  the  HSTA events  are  more
specialised, all the cars taking part are purpose built with the majority being Cannons.
Pre-war cars and the likes of Dellows & specials built from period parts are precluded
as the tight corners are only negotiable with judicious use of “twiddle brakes”.

In turn other  cars  would appear  from the woods,  several  immaculately presented
others  displaying the  patina  of  many  seasons  of  competition.  Some of  the  damp
slopes were cleared by the first few who tried them, but in doing so polished them up
for those following, however in time the combination of the sun and breeze would



alter the balance of favour. The atmosphere of the event was extremely relaxed but
with an efficiency only obtained by good organisation beforehand.

Nick spots something in the undergrowth and points it out to John.

With lunch approaching we made our way back to the paddock. The Holders had
loaded their Cannon back onto its trailer. “Don't worry” I stated knowingly “they are
only using the trailer to help get underneath to make minor adjustments!”. Coffee and
sausage sarnie in hand we wandered over towards them, they were strapping the car
down! One of the back wheels had clipped a tree and the resulting twist broke the
Panhard rod. It is always a shame to see a car go home early but these things happen. 

Armed  with  folding  chairs  we  made  our  way  over  to  the  other  two  accessible
sections  to  wait  for  the  post-lunch action  to  start,  in  such a  perfect  environment
waiting is a pleasure as we chat to one of the marshals. Having viewed four of the
sections we decide to call it a day. Before we leave I bid farewell to Martin Halliday 
in the organisers gazebo, by this time the weather was turning rather squally with the
inanimate shelter becoming rather lively, I trust it survived the rest of the day.

I have no idea who won, that does not really interest me. Everyone seemed to have
enjoyed the day and that is the important bit!









Every father's worst nightmare: The sudden realisation that his boy is lost in the woods!



Another nicely presented Cannon...

…..with the 1172cc Ford side-valve engine





Many  thanks  to  the  land  owner  Mr.  Frank  Lyons  for  providing  such  a  perfect
location.

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/


WARNING!

UNLESS MEMBERS SEND IN ARTICLES & PHOTOS
OF THE EVENTS THEY PARTISIPATE IN, FUTURE ISSUES OF THE
NEWSLETTER WILL ONLY CONSIST OF IMAGES OF THIS SAAB

OWNED NICK & JULIE SKUSE.



AMSC 12 Car Regularity Run – Sunday 14th August

Sunday morning and Dave Bell’s VR6 Golf comes rumbling up the drive at
quarter to eight in the morning to collect me for the inaugural Anglia Motor
Sport Club Sunday morning Regularity 12 car; what had I let myself in for?

Seven crews assembled at the Little Chef at the bottom of the A140 to Sign-
on and collect  the remainder of  the navigation instructions and the speed
changes. During the week before, Paul Brewerton, Clerk of the Course, sent
out the final instructions that included the navigation for the first regularity and
part  of  the  navigation  for  the  second.  As  suspected  there  were  some
additional avoids to plot on the first that added a long loop at the beginning
and a series of spot heights for the second added another loop at the end.
Once  I  had  the  route  plotted,  and  checked  by  Dave,  we  set  off  on  our
calibration distance, to see how close the speedometer trip was to Paul’s trip,
although no adjustments were possible, it seemed pretty close.

This two hour rally used the south east quarter of map 155 which was new for
me and Paul had devised a lovely route with four timing points and three
speed changes in the first Regularity and four timing points and four speed
changes in the second. It really did feel like a mini HRCR Clubmans national
B event.

Dave and I went out for a short practice on the Friday afternoon before so we
could work out how we would do speed changes with the speedo trip and to
get Dave into the routine of driving at a constant low speed and his comment
“more difficult than you think”. We worked out that we need to stop at the
speed changes so Dave could put his arm through the gap in the spokes of
the steering wheel to reach the button, that gave me the opportunity to record
the distance and the time, which we discovered would help us a great deal on
the event.

So a short run out to the start to the south west of Needham Market, wait for
our minute on the self-start and we are away at 26mph for 3.83 miles then
change to 22mph before arriving at the first timing point. I forget to read the
ideal time so have no idea what our penalty is, but no time to rest as we have
another speed change just 0.78 miles after the ITC. Having lost 20 seconds
doing the control  paperwork,  we have that  to  make up and Dave does a
grand job getting close. Knowing the distance I can change the clock at the
correct time, and we can stop to zero the trip at our leisure giving us the
remainder of the two miles to get back on time, which we manage as the next
ITC is at the minimum distance of 2 miles; something I’ve only just realised
while writing this. The next speed change is at 9.11 miles from the start, so
without a total trip I need to add up all the intermediate distances, deduct from
9.11 and tell  Dave we need to change speed when the speedo trip reads
something I can’t remember, but looking at my scribbled sums from the day I



cannot make any sense of what I’ve written, so how we managed to be only 8
seconds late at ITC3 is a complete mystery. With no more speed changes to
the final control, only being 4 secs late is a bonus.

We  have  a  20  minute  break  and  a  café  within  a  garden  centre  where
discussions focus on a speed change in Regularity B being 10.46 miles from
RSA!  Discussion in the car to the start  and we decide it  is a typo and it
should be 10.46 miles from RSB.

This goes a little more smoothly as I’m getting back in the swing of things,
gathering ideal times at controls, but narrowly escaped a wrong slot when
Dave says “crossroads ahead” while I’m concentrating on speed tables. I’m
studying the map thinking there isn’t crossroads on this road when I suddenly
realise I’m looking at the wrong road, one we used about 5 miles earlier –
“left” I shout just as we arrive at the junction and Dave wrestles the car into
the road, that was close. The speed changes followed the same format as on
the first  section and very cleverly thought  out  they were too,  but  with  no
further hiccups we finished without any drama.

Just  a  short  run  to  the  finish  pub  the  other  side  of  the  A14  at  Great
Blakenham,  and  Paul  soon  produced  the  results  which  showed  we  were
second to Rachel Vestey and Owen Turner who dropped 19 seconds and we
dropped 41, so very pleased.

AMSC plan to run a summer series next year from April  to October and I
would recommend them to anyone remotely interested in road rallies. Dave
will tell you that these Regularities are not like touring assemblies and require
some spirited and accurate driving to stay in contention.

Ian Doble

And a few words from the right hand seat: proof that it’s never too late to try
something different and that men can actually multi-task, with the set up in
the Golf my contribution was to drive the car while reading out the tenths from
the trip with the occasional reach through the wheel to re-set. The trial run on
Friday demonstrated that it would be a challenge, and it was. The event itself
went well, worries about other traffic disrupting our run being unfounded as
we saw very little, an encounter with a horse and rider the most significant, a
good way to spend a sunny Sunday morning, definitely one for the bucketlist.

Obviously to achieve a decent result you need all the bells and whistles, an
accurate calibratable multi-function trip, clock, stopwatch, speed tables plus
the usual 12 car odds and sods.  BUT as I see it there are four options for
this pre-plot format: 1) forget about the timing simply drive the route 2) forget
about the speed changes, pick an average speed, say 25mph, and drive the
route using speed tables, car trip and stop watch 3) drive the route with the
speed changes using speed tables, car trip, clock and stop watch (plus a
sheet  of  paper  and  a  pencil  for  the  cumulative  distance  –  gives the  nav



something to do) 4) do it properly with the nav working all the gizmos leaving
the driver to simply drive the car.  Our version of option 3 was a Brantz clock /
stopwatch plugged into the lighter and the miniscule car trip, challenging but
good fun, as with most motor sport if you can get round the route without a
wrong slot  you  usually  end  up  with  a  decent  result.  Whichever  option  is
selected it is all really good practice.

And the view from the organisers bench: bit of a no-brainer, same permit as a
12 car, no start venue costs, no finish venue costs (fine weather helped), 8
timing  points  covered  by  4  marshals,  course  opener,  course  closer,  NO
CODE BOARDS, half the length of a 12 car and 15 minutes lateness helps
marshal management.

Dave Bell.

Sept 25  th   and Oct 2  nd

TWO BUSY WEEKENDS
Earlier in the year it was necessary for ECMC to do some date-swapping with our
fellow AMSC clubs. To keep a balance of events we have ended up with leading two
events on consecutive weekends but thankfully they are different disciplines.

On September 25th we are running an AMSC round of the Autosolo/Autotest Series
at Wethersfield near Braintree. There’s a PCA too.

We haven’t run an event there ourselves though we did co-promote one in June. The
place is vast and, in my view, the best site in our area. Ian Rowles proposes four test
sites run 5 times, so 20 tests instead of the more usual 18 and we should get a close
to full entry list. Entries have been well into the 40’s this season. Regulations are
now available and the entry list is open ( and already taking entries ). Please get your
entry in early for two reasons. Firstly, it helps with the office work.

Secondly, Wethersfield is an operational site and has security requirements stricter
than usual. WE need to know by the weekend before who will be going so we can
inform the gate security. NO LAST MINUTE APPLICATIONS. You won’t get in if
you aren’t on the list. There are no exceptions!!

On October 2nd we are running the first round of the AMSC Trials Challenge 2016-7



at the beautiful site at Top Farm, Lamarsh near Bures. This is the new site which we
are sharing with West Suffolk MC who will be there again later in the season. It is
probably the least damaging site of the year yet deceptively tricky. The last time we
were there we had a really good entry and David Holmes used his great experience
to set hills which were a fair challenge for all classes.

This time, if we get enough enquiries, we may set a hill for total newcomers and
junior drivers to try. This would be outside the main competition but give them a
taste of trialling so they, hopefully, want to come back again to the rest of the series.

Again, get your entry in early as it’s likely to fill but, on this occasion, spectators are
welcome, particularly if they do some marshalling!

Of course we will need a significant number of marshals for both weekends. There is
a Marshals’ Reward Scheme operating in AMSC and entry payments do include a
small contribution to a fund to be distributed to marshals at the end of the year. We
haven’t decided the best way to distribute the kitty ( if it comes as cash ) or what to
buy ( the most likely ) to give to our marshalling team. That will depend on how big
the pot gets and we won’t know till later. However, we appreciate that the marshals
are the most important people at an event and have been badly overlooked for too
long. The lack of Marshal Recognition is high on the AMSC agenda as something to
be put right urgently.

Although Summer is very much still here ( 90 deg F today ) we can look forward to a
very busy Autumn. A couple of Solos, a couple of Targas, Stage Rallies, two 12-car
series, half a dozen Trials and the Preston are all  to come. That’s without all  the
circuit racing, sprints and whatever. Don’t let it be said there’s nothing to do.

And just  to  bring  you  up  to  date,  AMSC is  likely  to  be  further  enlarged  by  the
addition of Middlesex and Green Belt who have asked to join,  which should add
further entrants and talent to the considerable strengths we have already.

We hope to see you too, particularly at Wethersfield and Lamarsh.

                                                                          Tony Burchnall E.C.M.C. Comps. Secratary 



Autosport 1 Hour Race: Peter Swinger Trophy.

                                                                                                                                                                ©Richard Styles.

Ginetta G16 drivers Patrick Ward-Booth & Iain McDonald accept the
Peter Swinger Trophy from Kevin Turner the Editor of Autosport.

                                                                                                                                                            ©Richard Styles.

And a shot of the car in action.



Classified Adverts.

-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Webber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-
SAFELY FAST

Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington via:

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

http://www.mx5expert.com/


PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

Dissigns
signmakers

For all your Signage
& Vehicle Graphics
Tel. 01379 740606

www.dissigns.co.uk

-

http://www.dissigns.co.uk/
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk

-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


All contents written in good faith. The permission of copyright holders has been obtained where known.
The copyright of the authors has been reserved

Errors and Omissions Excepted.
-
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leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

mailto:leigh@leightrevail.co.uk



